"THE WORLD IS NOT ENOUGH" (Ride the Wild Horses) #6
Mt. 19:21 - Mt. 6:14-21 - Rev. 3:17-18

Introduction:
1. (George Frederick Watts) - irresolute fingers
2. (We too - half believe world is enough Mt. 6:19-21)

Discussion:

I. The Horse: "Give Me" - I Want
   (a) Natural instinct (babies - "mine"; child - books; adults - (cariboo)
   (b) Jesus saw it (treasure, pearl, etc.)

II. The Challenge:
   (a) Loose it (tyrant)
      1. Giant sins (light in soul) (Rockefeller)
      2. Disappointment (Tolstoy)
   (b) Crush it (too cheap value of possessions)
      1. Futile Negative - (magazine picture)
      2. Unreal Negative - (destroy impulse - destroy man)
   (c) Ride it (long thoughts - ultimate values)
      1. Jesus wasn't condemning ownership
      2. Actually: "Get rich - on riches worth it"
      3. Security: "Treasure we can't lose"

III. The Ride: (would not big enough)
   (a) We are mortal (life too short)
      1. Psa. 49:17 - (must take something or tragedy)
      2. James Barrie (the will) ("moths, etc., INSIDE")
      3. Mt. 16:26
   (b) We are immortal too
      1. Restless hunger (animals vs. us) (young ruler)
         (Spanish Inquisition)
2. Finite won't satisfy infinite (inquisitors) (Marion Anderson) (Sibelius)

3. Life beyond Death - (books) Rev. 3:17-18
   (We are always exchanging Material we can't keep, for riches we can't lose)

Conclusion:

1. Waste on Body (15x Christ - churches)(7x counsel - education)

2. Exchange - $ immortal (Canadian $)

3. I Pet. 1:3-5